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ABSTRACT

This research uses the post-war avant-garde trend of Megastructure as a lens into
the coupling of science and design that informed the performance and aesthetics of paper
architecture in the late fifties and sixties. Though easy to discount as a fashion,
Megastructure contained innovative and technically informed concepts of post-disaster
redevelopment, architecture for mobility, expendable architectures and cybernetics, that
are still relevant today. The application of this research takes on the site of Detroit, MI,
as the city that most wholly embraced the ideas of industrialization to the point of its
own demise. The design proposal looks at the possibility of shifting Detroit away from
monogamy to the automobile, and towards catalyzing an urban agricultural economy.

viii

1. Introduction
Computation has become the medium through which the once autonomous
discipline of architecture has begun integration into trans-disciplinary design debates.
Architects, as a whole, have realized that other disciplines have a lot to offer in terms of
technology and truly innovative design. This evolution into broader debates of design
and technology has finally been accepted now, but these ideas were being championed
as early as the 1950’s through the critiques of Reyner Banham and the work of
Archigram and Cedric Price.
It is productive to revisit the process and projects of this era in an attempt to
derive a more primitive understanding of a multi-disciplinary practice, one that is no
reliant upon digital tools to access. This paper uses post-war Megastructuralism as the
point of departure for a research agenda that is interested in modern applications of the
high-tech, or scientific, architecture of the post-war period.
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2. Megastructure: In Fashion
2.1 Definition
Mega-Structure, 1964: A large frame in which all the functions of a city, or part of a
city, are housed. It has been made possible by present day technology. In a sense it is a
man-made feature of the landscape. It is like the great hill on which Italian towns were
built. (Maki 1964)
Megastructure, 1968: Must be 1) Constructed of modular units, 2) capable of great,
even unlimited, extension, 3) a structural framework into which smaller structural units
can be built, 4) a structural framework expected to have a useful life much longer than
the smaller units it supports. (Wilcoxen 1968)

It is evident from these definitions that the idea of a Megastructure had evolved in
the four years between the quotes, a time that is often considered the “Megastructure
era” of architecture. It also becomes clear that a Megastructure does not simply imply a
building of abnormally large scale, but instead, a flexible framework for a city to
participate in. Reyner Banham, in his 1976 book Megastructure: Urban Futures of the
Recent Past, makes the distinction between NASA’s Vehicle Assembly Building in
Cape Canaveral, Florida, and Le Corbusier’s Fort l’Empereur in Algiers, Algeria.
Banham claims that although the VAB was the largest building in the world at the time,
it was not a Megastructure due to its “singleness of function and image” (Banham 1976).
Corbusier’s project is regularly cited as the first intentional foray into the realm of
Megastructure. The project is an elevated highway with a podium that provides the
structure and space for the construction of two story villas, designed and built by the
individual occupants. The project offers a flexibility of functions including circulation,
recreation, residential and commercial opportunities. The use of the building is not
strictly defined, but the architect does provide an image of the structure’s possibilities.
The idea of the “image” is vital to the Megastructural movement, and provides
another point of comparison between the two projects. Most projects that can be
considered Megastructures (distinguished with a capital “M” from here on) were not
2

conceived with any intention of construction, but instead as a conceptual seed that could
develop in the imaginations of architects and planners. In fact, the realization of the
project typically negates its Megastructural intentions.

2.2

Conceptual Emergence

“A lot of people have worked on Megastructure. The best model that I have found is the
bridge in Florence.” Paul Rudolph describing the Ponte Vecchio Bridge (Banham 1976)

Most pre-war examples of Megastructure emerged through the phenomenon of
informal development growing out of the formal urban infrastructure (exemplified by the
Ponte Vecchia) without pre-meditated design intention. There was, however, one
visionary architect who predicted the coming Megastructural movement 50 years before
it was in fashion. Futurist, Antonio Sant’Elia saw Megastructure as the inevitable
evolution of urban planning in an industrial society, and his writings acted as a call to
arms among architects and planners to embrace and project this future city:

“We must invent and rebuild…our modern city like an immense and tumultuous building
site, active, mobile, and everywhere dynamic…lifts must swarm up the facades like
serpents of glass and iron…[and the street must] plunge stories deep into the earth,
collecting the traffic of the metropolis [and connecting the city]” (Sant'Elia 1995)

The pre-war emergence of Megastructure was heavily reliant on the work of four
architecture camps, with post-WWII reconstruction also playing a major role in how the
Megastructural model developed.

2.2.1

Italian Futurism
Sant’Elia’s writings and la Cittta Nuova project offer a precedent for many of the

techniques used by Megastructuralists some 50 years later. Sant’Elia wrote the
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Manifesto of Futurist Architecture in 1914, which incited architects to look forward;
abandon, even destroy historic design models and embrace the technology of the time
(Sant'Elia 1995). Along with his manifesto, Sant’Elia produced a series of drawings
proposing an industrial monumentality in the language of his futurist manifesto. The
terraced (terrassenhäuser) housing, multiple levels of transfers and emphasis on vectors
of movement provided a new vision for the city, and a great deal of ideas for
Megastructuralists to explore.
Although little of the Futurist’s work was built, there is the important example of
the Lingotto Fiat car factory from 1928. The design, by Giacomo Gatté-Trucco,
incorporated an automobile track on the roof and is one of the first examples of
integrating the infrastructure of the emerging automobile culture into the architecture of
everyday life.

2.2.2

Russian Avant-Garde
The October Revolution and overthrow of the Russian Empire brought a new

interest in communist cities. It is important to see this moment in Russia as a form a
tabula rasa, in that there was a need for something different that was not rooted in the
previous czarist traditions or aesthetics. The response was eerily similar to the post-war
Megastructure of Japan and the west.
Although not of Megastructural scale or flexibility, El Lissitzky’s Skyhooks is an
important project in its conception of an elevated urban “carpet” that could greatly
expand the capacity of the city. The project is a precursor to the work of Yona Friedman
and Constant Niuwenhuys.
Moishe Ginzburg’s rationalist depiction of the city as a single building would
certainly have been influential to the Megastructuralists. The vague nature of the project
prevents deep investigation, but the title and images seem to present a dystopian Russian
urban future similar to that projected by Superstudio.

4

Vladimir Tatlin’s Monument to the Third International is one of the most
impressive and progressive architectural proposals of pre-war Europe, and one of the
few that was likely recognized outside of the USSR. The project unifies structure,
circulation and infrastructure long before it was the fashion. The project also proposed a
series of independent volumes that could tie into the structural/circulation system,
offering the possibility of incremental expansion, an early pre-cursor to the plug-in
structures of Archigram and the Metabolists.
While these projects were wholly innovative, it is unlikely that they had a great
deal of influence on western Megastructure as the west is just now gaining access to the
work of Russian avant-gardism.

2.2.3

Le Corbusier
The Swiss born architect Charles-Édouard Jeanneret, or Le Corbusier, was

hugely influential in both introducing the concept of automobile infrastructure as a
framework for housing, as well as developing housing as a modular proportion system to
reduce cost and production time.
In urbanism projects for Rio de Janeiro and Algiers, Le Corbusier proposed
massive, elevated highways under which would be a concrete eggcrate structure
providing space for 2 story villas. Corbusier did not intend to design the villas, but
provided a rendered image of the speculative future of this urban scaffold (Maruhn
2008). Fort l’Empereur in Algiers is considered to be the first Megastructure project
(Banham 1976) and questions the role of the architect. The architecture is actually
automobile infrastructure while the infill housing and commercial development is
added/designed incrementally according to the needs of the individual users. This breaks
the oppressive monotony of a singular building and opens the possibility of group or
collective form, a theory of planning by self-organization. The flexibility of the housing
allows the freedom required from a post-industrial society.

5

Laterr in his careeer, Corbusieer recreated the Italian hill town (aalso an obseession
with
w Megasttructuralists,, see Banham
m 1976) thrrough a seriies of low-rrise, high-deensity
modular
m
hou
using units arrayed
a
up a steep sloppe in Cap M
Martin, Francce (Fondatioon Le
Corbusier
C
n..d.). Corbusiier effectiveely created a natural terrrassenhäuseer arrangemeent, a
move
m
which would be em
mulated thro
oughout Meggastructural pproposals off the 1960’s.

2.2.4
2

Fran
nk Lloyd Wrright
If Lee Corbusier saw the op
pportunity iin automobiiles generatiing structurre for

additive
a
dessign, then Frank
F
Lloyd
d Wright innvited the automobile into the foormal
Architecture
A
.
For his
h Park Poiint Civic Center, Wrightt conceived a building w
with an envelope
constructed
c
of
o a spiralin
ng highway containing
c
a variety of civic functioons, includinng an
opera
o
house, theaters, a sports aren
na and a coonvention haall. The propposal reimaagines
Wright’s
W
Gu
uggenheim Museum
M
at a Megastructuural scale. T
The ramped circulation oof the
museum
m
gallleries is repllaced with a highway thaat organizess city traffic as well as allows
access
a
to thee series of civic domes inside the dy
dynamic encllosure. Althhough the prroject
was
w never reealized, it bro
ought the ideea of the Meegastructure to the Amerrican mainstrream.
2.2.5
2

Post--WWII Recconstruction
n

Fig
F 2.1. Map Relating
R
WWIII Reconstructtion Funding tto Megastructture Proposalls
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Even amid the destruction delivered by new military technologies of the Second
World War, there was an acknowledgement that embracing the machine age was the
only means by which to recover. There was no longer a choice to accept it or not,
technology was increasingly a part of daily life and needed to be engaged as a means of
rehabilitating demolished cities and their ailing economies.
At the same time, the scale of destruction across much of Europe and the Pacific
provided many scholars with the tabula rasa that so many modernists desired. It was the
kind of destruction that the futurists had rallied for, a purging of the old to allow for the
new. In a similar way as the October Revolution did in the USSR, the destruction of the
war forced academics to re-conceive the modern city from square one. How could the
city of the future accept rapid population growth and an emerging automobile culture?
How could planning provide an urban platform for future technologies? These were the
questions being asked by academia.
The scope of destruction along with the vast sums laid out for rebuilding seemed
to provoke a new urban strategy. According to figure 2.1, the countries that received the
greatest amount of rebuilding aid from the US (which signifies the level of destruction
and need to rebuild) were the countries that proposed the greatest number of
Megastructural projects that received mention in Banham’s Megastructure: Urban
Futures of the Recent Past. A hypothesis is that infrastructural stimulus spending acted
as a catalyst for Megastructure in the 60’s. If so, why has a similar trend not emerged in
the current climate of infrastructure stimulus spending in the United States?

2.3 Case Studies
The post-war period of Architecture can be classified by the dichotomy of theory
between the Formalism championed by Colin Rowe and Scientific Speculation
championed by Reyner Banham. It is out of the latter camp that Megastructure proper
arose during the late 50’s and remained at the height of avant-garde architecture into the
70’s. This research will focus on seven seminal Megastructures, focusing on their
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engagement
e
of technolo
ogy, flexibiliity, relation to the existiing urban coondition, annd the
physical
p
and
d economic in
nputs requireed in realizinng each specculative projject.

Fig
F 2.2. Typica
al Urban Orga
anization Diag
gram

Fig 22.3. Typical U
Urban Inputs

The following
f
orrganization diagrams
d
willl use the sam
me format as the controll case
(Fig
(
2.2), wiith architectu
ure represen
nted with blaack lines, traansportationn and inform
mation
infrastructure
i
e with red, and pedestrrian circulatiion represennted in purple. By usingg this
simple
s
generralization it is easy to co
ompare eachh proposal too one anotheer and the coontrol
case.
c
The control
c
case input diagrram (Fig 2.3 ) shows thee accretion oof a typical uurban
scenario
s
by color, thro
ough its gov
vernment, ccommercial, and residenntial investm
ment.
Infrastructur
I
al constructiion enters frrom above, ccommercial property coonstruction eenters
from
f
the left, and residen
ntial constru
uction from thhe right.

2.3.1
2

Adap
ptation for Mobility:
M
Yona
Y
Friedm
man
Yonaa Friedman gained
g
notorriety as a guuest at the 11956 Team 10 conferennce in

Dubrovnik.
D
At
A this confference, Frieedman introdduced his cooncept of Urrbanisme Moobile,
or
o architectu
ure for a mob
bile population to the likkes of the Sm
mithsons, Giancarlo de C
Carlo,
and
a
Aldo Van
V Eyck. Based
B
upon
n his own eexperience as a refugeee and the mass
displacemen
d
t following the Secon
nd World W
War, Friedm
man proposeed a lightw
weight
infrastructure
i
e that would
d float overr the city annd offer a fl
flexible fram
mework to aaccept
fluctuating
f
populations.
p
In responsee to the connference, Friiedman founnded the Grroupe
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d’Etudes
d
de Architecturre Mobile (G
GEAM), a group that focused on actualizing their
concepts
c
off a mobile architecturre. GEAM’’s two moost telling contributionns to
Megastructu
M
re are elevatting the desiign above thhe existing ciity, effectiveely expandinng the
city
c as oppo
osed to reco
onceiving it, and designning an infraastructure thhat is capabble of
accepting
a
inccremental ad
ddition and subtraction
s
oof housing.

Fig
F 2.4. Ville Spatiale
S
Diagrram

Fig 2..5. Ville Spatiaale Inputs

The Spatiale
S
pro
ojects (Fig 2.4) are a serries of propoosals for citties from Paaris to
Algiers.
A
Thee space frame infrastructture is basedd on a 6x6 m
meter module that is lifteed 10
meters
m
abov
ve the existiing city. Th
he initial arcchitecture iss actually thhe infrastruccture,
while
w
all forrms of enclo
osure are add
ded or subtrracted increm
mentally bassed on indivvidual
need.
n
The Spatiale
Sp
projects engaged mainstream
am architectuural modernnism, througgh the
use
u of a mod
dular constru
uction techn
niques, and w
with classiciists, as it touuched the grround
lightly,
l
allow
wing for th
he urban faabric to be maintainedd under thee Megastrucctural
intervention.
i
.
The Ville Spatia
ale is an attempt
a
to aamend a m
mature urbann fabric witth an
additional
a
vo
olume of hou
using (Fig 2..5). The new
w, elevated ciity would innterfere as litttle as
possible
p
with
h the existin
ng city, insteead creating a dialogue iin the space between thee two
urban
u
condittions. The design
d
of Viille Spatiale is actually a frameworrk which acccepts
incremental
i
construction
n and decon
nstruction off housing unnits within thhe infrastruccture,
and
a thereforee functions like
l a typicall city once thhe initial finaancial investtment is madde.
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2.3.2
2

Expeendability and Enjoyment: Archiggram
Archigram, throu
ugh their radical architeecture and ppop publicattion by the same

name,
n
did more
m
for the recognition
n and reputattion of Meggastructure tthan anyone else.
The
T six coree members (Chalk, Coo
ok, Cromptoon, Greene, Herron, annd Webb) m
met as
students
s
and
d recent grad
duates of thee elite Londdon schools of architectuure and beggan to
question
q
the modern rolle of the arcchitect and aarchitecturall production (AAJ 20100). To
communicate
c
e their ideaas the crew produced a series of highly grapphic newsleetters,
cementing
c
th
heir role in th
he new arch
hitectural avaant-garde. Thhe studio adddressed issuues of
freedom,
f
pleeasure and expendabiliity, ideas thhat had beeen absent frrom the pollitical
architectural
a
debates of the
t 50’s and
d early 60’s. Archigram built on the idea of a pllug-in
structure,
s
or an infrastru
ucture that would
w
acceppt the accrettion of speccifically desiigned
housing,
h
offfice, commeercial, or reecreation unnits. They also pioneeered the ideea of
combining
c
structure and
d circulation in the diagoonal membeers of their D
Diagrid strucctural
system.
s
Even
n in their developmen
nt of serioous architecctural polem
mics, the ggroup
maintained
m
a focus on the conceptts of freedoom and pleaasure; the ppromises of postindustrial
i
socciety.

Fig
F 2.6. Plug-IIn City Diagra
am

Fig 2.7. Plug-In Ciity Inputs
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Plug-in City (Fig 2.6) is the seminal Archigram project; it exists on the boundary
between science and fantasy, yet engages the audience through images which were
grounded by the technology of the time. This project signifies a momentous shift in the
architectural debates of the sixties, the proposal is guided by a structural system and the
utilities of the city, but allows the architecture of the city to grow and shrink according to
the needs of the place. The temporal flexibility is exemplified through the adjustability
of the architecture (dwelling units, platforms, commercial/cultural venues) through the
use of embedded gantry cranes.
The input diagram (Fig 2.7) shows that the intervention takes place incrementally
and is minimally destructive to the existing urban condition. Furthermore there is a
blurring of public and commercial infrastructure. Though this project was always
conceived of as purely paper architecture, the design addressed some very real issues of
mobility, temporal cycles, and the responsibility of the architect in issues of public
housing. As with Ville Spatiale, the first element of design for Plug-In City is the
integrated structure and circulation system which allows for expansion of the city
vertically. The next step is for the construction of the plug-in structure which accepts
programmatic pods that have a lifespan based on pleasure rather than material
decomposition. At this level of development, the plug-in city begins to accept existing
city functions into its infrastructural system.

2.3.3

Freedom: Constant Nieuwenhuys
Never trained as an architect, Constant Nieuwenhuys designed New Babylon as

pure speculation, based on the building practices of homo ludens, an imaginary race of
post-industrial humans. Constant proposed a wholly new type of urbanism which
abandoned existing development to begin a continuous, elevated city (Wigley 1998).
Calling his strategy Unitary Urbanism, Constant was influential in many circles,
including the Situationists International and CoBrA, of which he was a founding
member.
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Nieuw
wenhuys devoted his liffe to New B
Babylon, alloowing his sppeculation too cost
him
h his posittion in the Situationists, creating tooo realistic ann aura to his ttheories. Thiis did
not
n deter hiss research, and
a he pusheed forward w
with his prollific producttion of painttings,
collages
c
and
d physical models
m
of Neew Babylon. The projectt was effecttive in expannding
the
t scope off Megastructu
ure, as accorrding to Connstant, Megaastructure was the solutiion to
questions
q
of post-capitalist urbanism
m.

Fig
F 2.8. New Babylon
B
diagra
am

Fig 2.9. New
w Babylon inpu
uts

New Babylon (Fiig 2.8) is artt; it results ffrom homo lludens freedoom from labbor in
their
t
post-in
ndustrial wo
orld. With so much extra time for recreattion the soociety
participates
p
in art, which
w
for homo
h
ludenns means expanding the continnuous,
infrastructura
i
al net that is New Bab
bylon. The project is iin fact an iinfrastructurre for
informal
i
con
nstruction. Inside
I
the massive
m
colllage of Meegastructuree is a consttantly
updating
u
wo
orld of consstruction as art. With th
their freedom
m, homo luudens direct their
energy
e
to co
onstruction, modificatio
on, and decoonstruction of the enviironment off New
Babylon.
B
New Babylon em
merges from the ashes off capitalist ssociety (Fig 2.9), abandooning
the
t existing modes
m
of pro
oduction to construct
c
a nnew conceptt of urbanism
m. The subsidized
infrastructure
i
e of elevateed, enclosed
d platforms provides sppace for inddividual infoormal
experimentat
e
tion. This ex
xperimentation is done inncrementallyy and creates a wide rannge of
possible
p
situations for ho
omo ludens to
t participatee in.
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2.3.4
2

Perm
manence and
d Transiencce: the Metaabolists
Post--war Japan was
w similar to
t Europe ass far as the sscope of desstruction andd size

of
o the rebuiilding effortt. The acadeemic architeectural campp known ass the Metabbolists
recognized
r
th
hat Japanesee cities, partticularly Tokkyo, needed a new approoach to urbaanism
that
t
would support
s
urbaan populatio
on influx, bbut also the possibility of the opposite.
Metabolists
M
viewed
v
the city
c as a deciduous tree aand the residdents of the city the leavves of
that
t
tree (U
Urban 2008). This metaaphor guideed the mostt important concepts oof the
movement,
m
focusing
f
on
n an expandable infrastrructure that could suppport a fluctuuating
population.
p
They built on the Jap
panese tradittion of modular livingg space (tattami),
expanding
e
itt to modular housing pod
ds that couldd be attachedd or removeed from the uurban
infrastructure
i
e.
Kenzzo Tange’s Tokyo
T
Bay Proposal
P
(F
Fig 2.10) is the best doocumented oof the
Metabolist
M
forays
fo
into Megastructur
M
re. The projeect creates a new axis aand infrastruucture
for
f expansio
on, integrates replaceablle modular hhousing uniits, and coupples the houusing,
services
s
and
d transportaation. The proposal ooffered the idea of offfsetting a huge
community
c
above
a
the su
urface of thee Tokyo Bayy. Tange’s prroposal mainntained a realism
that
t
was lack
king in mosst Megastruccture and evven projectedd the governnment’s finaancial
input.
i
Tokyo
o Bay is desiigned as an extension too the existinng city, the pproposal tiess into
Tokyo’s
T
exissting infrastrructure to im
mmediately inncorporate thhe new deveelopment.

Fig
F 2.10. Toky
yo Bay Diagram

Fiig 2.11. Tokyoo Bay Inputs
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Of all the Megastructure proposals, Tokyo Bay participated in the existing
building environment more than any others (Fig 2.11). The diagram shows the proposal
as being very similar to any large development that requires a large subsidized financial
layout. Although the project never moved beyond planning, it spawned a great deal of
architectural studio assignments.

2.3.5

Satire and the Image: Superstudio
If all seemed flexible and desirable in the world of Megastructure, it was the

Italian group, Superstudio, who represented the overbearing, deterministic manner of the
fashionable architecture of the moment. Superstudio used Megastructure as the image of
all that was wrong with the architectural debates of the time. The office used its
alignment with Archigram and others to satirize Megastructure from the inside, which
happened to align with Archigram’s shift toward temporary and deployable
environments. Furthermore, Superstudio used the old Megastructural practice of
projecting the future through the use of collage; it just happened that the futures they
projected weren’t as rosy as those of previous Megastructuralists.
Like New Babylon, Superstudio’s Continuous Monument (Fig 2.12) was never an
architectural proposal to be built, but instead a vehicle to critique architecture and
urbanism. The most striking aspect of the images created for Continuous Monument was
its relationship to the existing landscape. Superstudio posited the endgame of a “tabula
rasa” development, in which new construction overpowers all aspects of nature and
historicism. Without typical architectural production Superstudio provided dauntingly
compelling images of a dystopian future to great effect.
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Fig
F 2.12. Continuous Monum
ment diagram
m

Fig 2.13. Con
nt.Monument iinputs

Contiinuous Monument grows out of the existing urbban fabric (F
Fig 2.13), gaaining
momentum
m
before
b
overtaking the existing
e
conndition. The initial inveestment advaances
before
b
becom
ming the imaage of the citty.
2.3.6
2

Feed
dback for Reeorganizatio
on: Cedric P
Price
Altho
ough not at the
t typically
y imposing sscale, Fun Paalace emboddied the conncepts

of
o Archigram
m and Banhaam more cleaarly and reallistically thaan any other case study inn this
research.
r
Priice’s work hinged
h
on th
he ephemeraal qualities of time andd participatioon in
architecture,
a
but due to the actual funding
f
andd intention ffor constructtion, Fun Palace
was
w the firstt project to take Megasttructure throough construuction drawiings. The prroject
intended
i
to produce
p
a sccientific recreation spacee that coupleed research w
with pleasure and
structure
s
witth circulation
n. The mostt significantt area of reseearch for funn palace wass into
the
t emergentt field of cyb
bernetics. Gordan Pask hheaded the ccommittee thhat studied iissues
of
o informatio
on, feedback
k, identity an
nd purpose (C
CCA 2010).
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Fig
F 2.14. Fun Palace
P
diagram
m

Fig 2..15. Fun Palacce inputs

Whetther seen as a mini-Meg
gastructure oor a giant toyy, Fun Palacce (Fig 2.14)) was
a completely
y new type of architectural propossal. There w
was a colleggiate aura to the
concept,
c
yett there was an actual client
c
that w
wanted the bbuilding to work. Insteaad of
shedding
s
thee more diffiicult aspectss of the dessign, Price eembraced thhem. Fun Palace
created
c
a tru
uly research
h-based desig
gn in whichh mechanicaal engineerinng and cognnitive
science
s
play
yed a greateer role than architecturaal formalism
m. Fun palacce was less of a
building,
b
in the traditio
onal sense, and
a more likke a flexiblle scaffold tto accept huuman
performance
p
e. Only the steel-trusseed structure was fixed,, all other elements oof the
proposal
p
werre capable off change in response
r
to tthe wishes oof its users (C
CCA 2010).
The idea
i
of cybeernetics is th
hat any inputt will re-orgganize the exxisting conddition.
The
T importan
nt differencee between th
he inputs of this project (Fig 2.15) aand the otherr case
studies
s
is thaat the inputss are broaderr than simplee financial aand labor ouutlays; inputss into
the
t Fun Pallace system
m can be as simple as the opinionn of an inddividual auddience
member
m
or the weatherr outside. Id
deally the vvisitor learnss from the bbuilding and the
building
b
learrns from the visitor.
2.3.7
2

Urba
an Ecology: Paolo Solerri
Paolo
o Soleri’s im
mpression was
w that citiees are livingg organismss that need to be

conceived
c
off with a life-cycle and adaptability
a
like any othher being. T
This idea parrallels
those
t
of Archigram’s
A
life-span elements iin Plug-In City, andd the adapptable
reorganizatio
r
on of Fun Pa
alace. Solerri’s proposal s were at the scale of M
Megastructure and
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were
w
designeed to house the entirety
y of social, cultural andd economic functions foor the
city;
c
they were
w
also exttremely deteerministic aand lacked tthe flexibilitty implied iin his
ecological
e
th
heory. What is of particu
ular interest in Soleri’s pprojects is thhe concept oof the
city
c as a closed loop thaat must geneerate its ownn food and ppower as well as managge its
own
o waste on site.

Fig
F 2.16. Mesa
a City diagram
m

Fig 2.17. M
Mesa City inpu
uts

Siting
g for Solerii’s projects was alwayss in secludeed woodlandds or desertt that
offered
o
suffiicient recreational spacee for a large population influx. Mesa City (Fig 2.16)
was
w designed to eliminaate the need
d for automoobile transpoortation (in contrast to early
Megastructu
M
re that revo
olved around
d the automoobile), releggating highw
way infrastruucture
to
t subterran
nean vectors. The projeect creates aan offset grround planee for circulaation,
farming,
f
etc.. while oculii allow daylight to penetrrate into resiidential units.
Mesa
a City did no
ot interact with
w an existting urban coondition as it was prediicated
on
o a rural site (Fig 2.7)). Soleri, in
n his Archollogy series, projected thhe entire phhasing
schedule
s
for his Megastrructural citiees, from the search for m
materials to thhe dismantliing at
the
t end of itss life.

2.4
2
Accep
ptance to Decline
D
For th
he avant-gaarde, populaar acceptannce is, by definition ((Collins Ennglish
Dictionary
D
2009),
2
sign of
o imminent loss of proggressive statuus. So while early accepptance
into
i
world expositions
e
was
w viewed
d as an oppoortunity to m
mock up M
Megastructuree, the
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continued popular acceptance and mainstream construction of Megastructure eventually
made it less fashionable to the avant-garde.
2.4.1

World Expositions
World Expositions have always been an architectural testing ground, whether the

Ferris Wheel for Chicago 1893, or Le Corbusier’s Phillips Pavilion for Brussels ‘58.
With Megastructure being at the forefront of avant-garde architecture for such a long
period, it’s inevitable that world expo’s acted as a testing ground for many
Megastructural concepts.
The centerpiece for Brussels in 1958 was the elemental mimicry of Atomium
designed by André Waterkeyn, which displayed a coupling of diagonal structure with
circulation and modular volumes. Queens provided a futuristic expo without any direct
Megastructural concepts. Montreal ‘67, the mega-expo, included the stacked, modular
housing of Moshe Safdie’s habitat67, a Biosphere by Buckminster Fuller, Frei Otto’s
Germany Pavilion, and the habitable structure of Man the Producer. Three years later at
Osaka ‘70 the Metabolist influence was unmistakable. There was a clear disconnect
between structure and enclosure, often with space frames being in-filled with removable,
modular pods, as with the Tower of the Sun roof and the Takara Beautilion Pavilion. For
better or for worse these were the dying days of Megastructure.
2.4.2

Megastructure Construction
Of the three most recognized built Megastructures, only one, Cumbernauld Town

Centre (Geoffrey Copcutt), can be considered at the scale of Megastructure. In its
physical rendering, Cumbernauld expresses all the afflictions of Megastructure. In the
time it took to construct, the Megastructure movement fell out of fashion, the design is
extremely deterministic, it offers none of the flexibility associated with the
Megastructure of Archigram or Cedric Price, and is constructed out of poured in place
concrete in a most permanent manner. The other examples, Centre Pompidou (Renzo
Piano & Richard Rogers) and Nakagin Capsule Tower (Kisho Kuokawa), display a
greater amount of flexibility while also being generally deconstructable in the chance
that the building is no longer necessary. While both Pompidou and the Capsule Tower
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display
d
mech
hanical flexiibility, it is well
w documeented that it hhas not beenn taken advanntage
of
o in either case. This presents
p
ano
other critiquue of Megasttructure, thaat when buillt the
flexibility
f
prromised is either
e
too complicated oor too cumbeersome to taake advantagge of.
Although
A
neither the Freench nor Japanese projeccts are at thee scale of Meegastructure,, they
represent
r
thee concepts off the movem
ment more cleearly than C
Cumbernauldd does.
2.4.3
2

Lack
k of Agility

Fig
F 2.18. Timeeline of Megasstructure

Being
g a primarily
y avant-gard
de movemennt, once Megastructure lost the atteention
of
o scholasticcs, it was quickly dismisssed by archhitects and deevelopers ass a whole. B
By the
late
l 1960’s itt had becom
me clear that Megastructuure, despite iits flexibilityy when builtt, was
too
t cumberso
ome in consstruction to be
b a responssive architectture. The im
mpression beecame
that
t
a mobiile populatio
on needs a deployable architecturre, and inflaatables weree the
obvious
o
cho
oice. Archig
gram along with Hauss Rucker C
Co and Ant Farm usedd the
responsivene
r
ess of pneum
matic volum
mes to createe temporaryy and emergency shelterrs for
events
e
and disasters.
d
Thee short consstruction tim
me and life sppan of these projects allowed
designers
d
to be more agile and proliffic with theirr design ambbitions.
In thee end, Megaastructure’s promise
p
of fflexibility annd responsivvity were acttually
its
i shortcom
mings, guaran
ntees that co
ould not be delivered uupon. By thee end of thee 60’s
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(Fig 2.18) it was clear that Megastructure could be mined for its concepts of scientific
architecture without the need to construct entire cities under one roof. The movement
was fashionable and extremely timely, playing on pan-European reconstruction efforts
and the egalitarian mood of the day. But just as fashion trends come and go, so did the
era of Megastructure, passing the torch to pneumatic, deployable and media architecture.
While not all Megastructure was successful, there are certain concepts that are still at the
forefront of architectural debates and will be the focus of this research as it moves
forward.
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3. Detroit: Identifying Opportunity in Urban Voids
3.1 Investments and Infrastructure
From its founding by Antoine de la Mothe Cadillac in 1701, Detroit, Michigan has
played a vital role in US industrialization, with infrastructure and transportation playing
a huge role in the city’s development into an economic powerhouse, and then again in
the industrial flight and subsequent population decline. Detroit has been called the “most
thoroughly modern city in the world” for the wholehearted pursuit of technology and
optimization across politics, industry, and urbanism (Daskalakis, Waldheim, and Young
2001). This unitary urban strategy paid dividends in the 19th and early 20th centuries by
attracting skilled laborers from around the world and producing a heart for US
industrialization. By the time racial tensions had reached the breaking point, the Fordist
planning machine had already laid its escape route via the new highway network while
its own industry provided the vehicles of escape. This research will look at the
infrastructure and investments that laid the foundation for the city which Detroit is now.
3.1.1

Early Embrace of Technology
After a fire in 1805 Detroit rebuilt with a focus on transportation; the Woodward

Plan organized the city according to a number of radiating grand avenues leading from
downtown out of the city. As early as 1840 Detroit embraced the infant industrial
economy. Catalyzed by a number of railroad and maritime development projects the
early rail car, stove, ship, metallurgy, steam engine, tobacco and pharmaceutical
industries took advantage of the multiple modes of transportation available in the city
(Hyde 1980). This early industry pushed labor demand, immigration, and steep
population surges. Even before the automobile Detroit’s population increased from
46,000 in 1860 to nearly 286,000 people in 1900, of which one-third were foreign born
(Hyde 1980).
3.1.2

Paris of the West
Population expansion was supported through public infrastructure projects

including a Waterworks Park with 32 million gallons a day capacity and a horse-drawn
public transportation system. The most compelling and beloved of pre-automobile public
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infrastructure projects was for Thomas Edison to provide electric street lighting along
Washington Blvd (Hyde 1980). The electrified thoroughfare prolonged daily usage of
public space and proved a successful mode of crime prevention. The sparkling
streetlights of Washington Blvd and the extravagant architecture of the early
industrialists generated the city’s nickname, “Paris of the West” as, like Paris, the street
was the center of public life.
3.1.3

The Motor City
The automobile has had too great an influence on the city of Detroit to have a

comprehensive review here. Instead I will speculate that the diverse industrial economic
foothold, focused on transportation, and the street based public life provided a fertile site
for the establishment of America’s most important industry. 1896 is the year that the
gasoline powered automobile made its introduction to the city, with both Henry Ford and
Ransom E. Olds founding production facilities in the city. The entrepreneurs initially
selected Detroit for its inexpensive industrial land and immediate access to the national
distribution network, but before long the city was being altered to provide industry with
their desires. Never has urbanism been as singularly devoted to industry as in the Motor
City, rendering Detroit as a product instead of a place, constantly reinventing itself with
each new production optimization (Hoffman 2001). Concepts from automobile
production, such as division of labor, horizontal production, and yearly model changes
were applied to urban planning to advance Detroit’s role as an instrument of production.
There is a shortcoming to this mode of urbanism; just as manufacturing has yet to deal
with the necessary obsolescence of previous products when new models arrive on the
shelves, Detroit has had no strategy for dealing with the physical rendering of obsolete
urban models. Instead, the city ignored the old and expanded its footprint repetitively in
the 19th and 20th centuries until Detroit had a greater land area than Manhattan, San
Francisco, and Boston combined. Pre-Depression Detroit was a sprawling, if thriving,
industrial city flooded with investment and skilled foreign labor.
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3.1.4

The Arsenal of Democracy
By 1930 Detroit had become arguably the most important center for industry in

the world, necessitating the construction of no less than 6 fossil fuel power plants
between 1903 and 1929 (Hyde 1980) and the impressive infrastructural advancements of
the Ambassador Bridge and the Detroit-Windsor Tunnel. As expected, the young
industrial city, floating on borrowed capital, was devastated by the Great Depression.
Automobile production shirked 4 million units per year from 1929 to 1932, and took 19
years to recover pre-Depression production levels (Hyde 1980). Furthermore, at least
one-third of the labor force was completely without work, sparking the US organization
of automobile labor unions.
It was not the automobile, but the Second World War that dragged Detroit out of
social and economic depression. Detroit’s production infrastructure attracted the US
military-industrial complex in the late thirties, and even led to the construction of new
wartime production facilities for bombers and tanks, as well as highways to connect the
new industry. President Franklin Delano Roosevelt referred to Detroit as “the great
arsenal of democracy” due to the city’s willingness and speed in converting its
automobile production towards military purposes (Nolan 1997). With the majority of the
labor force overseas in Europe or Japan, Detroit had a severe labor shortage in the early
1940’s driving up salaries and attracting hundreds of thousands to the city. This has
proven to be Detroit’s final expansion. In 1950 Detroit was the nation’s fourth largest
city with a population of 1,849,568 residents (SEMCOG 2002).

3.1.5

Race Riots
Wartime production and labor shortages had attracted an estimated 50,000

African-American migrant workers from the south but as production slowed and the
military returned home these wages became contentious and wedged racial divisions
(Hyde 1980). In June 1943 a riot broke out between Detroit’s white and black
populations. Over the course of three days there were 467 casualties, caused $2million
damage, and required a Federal intervention. The Race Riot of 1943 signaled uneasiness
in Detroit’s wealthy population and for the first time the affluent white population began
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to choose the suburbs to Detroit proper. Racial tensions were exacerbated in July 1967 in
the third most destructive riot in US history. The 1967 Detroit Riot resulted in 510
casualties, nearly $50million in damages and again required a National Government
intervention (History Matters 2012). The city is yet to recover from the racial division
which opened during this period of time.

3.1.6

Metropolitan Highway Expansion
At the same time that racial tensions were providing frightened white residents a

reason to leave the city, Detroit was constructing a freeway system to provide both
industry and the population with a quick escape. The Freeway system began in 1941 to
relieve congestion to wartime production plants in the surrounding suburbs, then
connected the northern suburbs in the 1950’s, and the rest of the metropolitan area by
1965 (Hyde 1980). The Highway system effectively replaced much of the public
transportation system and allowed a large portion of the population to live in the
surrounding suburbs while still commuting to work each day.

3.1.7

Suburbanization of Industry and White Flight
The post-war period brought drastic changes to the industrial landscape in

Detroit, nearly all the boutique car and part makers were either bought by the big three,
or were forced out of business. This economic decommissioning provided vacant factory
buildings within the city limits but the manufacturers instead chose to build sprawling,
single-level production facilities on inexpensive suburban land. In the years between
1947 and 1958 the Big 3 automobile manufacturers built 25 new factories, of which
none were in Detroit (Daskalakis, Waldheim, and Young 2001).
With jobs leaving the city for the suburbs, highways connecting the suburbs to
each other, and racial tension causing uneasiness within the city, a flight of the white
population was almost inevitable. Between the years of 1950-1975 the population of
urban Detroit decreased by nearly 500,000 while the population of the metropolitan area
increased by 1.2 million (Hyde 1980). With this suburban migration evolved an
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unprecedente
u
ed level of housing segregation. IIn 1998, Deetroit’s popuulation was 79%
black,
b
while the populatiion of the su
urrounding ssuburbs was 78% white (Hoffman 22001),
and
a while th
he urban pop
pulation is sh
hrinking at aan alarming rate; the meetropolitan reegion
has
h continued to grow.

Fig
F 3.1. Detroiit Historical In
nput Diagram
m

3.2
3
The Motor
M
City
y’s Strugg
gles
Todaay’s Detroitt is classified by thhree substaantial difficculties, vacancy,
contaminatio
c
on, and mono-industrial economic b light. These symptoms hhave left a ssparse
urban
u
condittion similar to
t the devasstated cities oof post-war Europe andd Japan, as can be
seen
s
at the base of the in
nput diagram
m above.
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3.2.1
3

Vaca
ancy

Fig
F 3.2. Map of
o Detroit Show
wing Vacant Properties
P
in O
Orange

Detro
oit’s job and
d population
n loss has innevitably lefft a large poortion of thee city
empty.
e
Much
h of this vaccancy is dow
wntown or w
within close proximity too multiple m
modes
of
o transportaation. For th
his city vacaant properties represent a liability, aas many are state
owned,
o
are targets
t
for drug
d
dealing and arson, and are a drrain on urbaan resources. The
city
c has takeen an approaach of demollition towardds vacant prroperty. Betw
ween the yeaars of
1978
1
and 1998 Detroit issued 99,000 more dem
molition perm
mits than buiilding permits for
housing
h
with
hin the city liimits (Fabriccius and Kw
winter 2000). Is there a beetter option??

3.2.2
3

Conttamination
As on
ne of the Un
nited States oldest
o
and w
wholehearteddly progressiive cities, D
Detroit

has
h an enorm
mous amoun
nt of industrrial contaminnation as a reminder off their dispoosable
approach
a
to urban devellopment. Thee laws relateed to brownnfields have kkept many oof the
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‘20’s
‘
era reiinforced con
ncrete structtures, such as the form
mer Packard Assembly P
Plant,
vacant
v
since the 1950’s.
While the contam
mination pro
ovides huge sinks of tim
me and inveestment, therre are
also
a
interestiing subsidiees associated
d with remeediation of bbrownfield pproperties. IIn the
city
c of Detro
oit it is posssible to layerr multiple suubsidies to ooffset the coost of brownnfield
remediation.
r
At the naational leveel there aree grants up to $200,0000 per sitee and
advantageou
a
us accounting
g loopholes,, Michigan ooffers grantss and loans uup to $2,0000,000
per
p project and
a tax beneefits, and loccally non-prrofits securedd $1.7 billioon of reclam
mation
funding
f
in 2006 alonee (Brownfiellds2011 20 11). Fundinng on that scale makees an
integrated
i
bio-remediatio
on strategy a cost effectiive tactic in future Detrooit developm
ment.

3.2.3
3

Mono-Industria
al Blight

Fig
F 3.3. Map of
o Negative Socio-Economicc Indicators

The early success of the automobile
a
iindustry guaaranteed thaat Detroit w
would
persist
p
as a single-indu
ustry city, relying com
mpletely onn the robusttness of thee car
manufacturin
m
ng to provide jobs and
d resources for the poopulation. Inndustry wass less
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faithful
f
to th
he city, and
d a lack of urban emplloyment sincce the retreat of autom
mobile
production
p
has
h left Detrroit with a worrying
w
ecoonomic outloook. Typicall socio-econnomic
indicators
i
paaint a frighteening picturee, with the uunemploymeent rate conssistently bettween
two
t
and threee times hig
gher than the national aaverage, andd among thee highest rattes of
vacancy
v
and
d arson in thee country. So
ome other faacts are evenn more startling, for exaample
in
i 2009 the median ho
ouse price in
n Detroit w
was $7,000 ((Gopal 20099), less thann the
automobiles
a
that used to
o support th
he city. Whille these figuures represennt deeply roooted,
multi-faceted
m
d vulnerabillities, they also
a
signal oopportunity.. With Detroit’s world class
infrastructure
i
e and accesssibility as weell as the finaancial incenntives previouusly mentionned it
seems
s
Detroit is primed for a diversified econom
mic renaissaance to take aadvantage oof low
prices
p
and easy
e
transpo
ortation. Thee next sectiion will disscuss specifi
fic economicc and
residential
r
op
pportunities within the city.
c

3.3
3
Uniqu
ue Opporttunities

Fig
F 3.4. Map Identifying
I
Deetroit’s Spatiall Opportunitiees
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3.3.1

The Woodward Corridor
The Woodward Corridor Initiative has identified public transportation, education,

and business development as the greatest needs for downtown Detroit, along Woodward
Ave. The initiative has attracted over $20 million from “Living Cities,” a European
collaborative of 22 major funders (Shapiro 2011), who wish to tie community
development to the economic development along the axis. A Further $48 million has
been allocated to the long-term realization of a Woodward Ave public transportation
system (US Department of Transportation 2011), an element that has been missing from
Detroit since the 1950’s.

3.3.2

Renaissance Zones
Working together, the city of Detroit, Wayne County, and the state of Michigan

have developed 16 “renaissance zones” within the city which provide tax incentives for
businesses physically located within the renaissance zones. This amounts to waivers of
city income and utility taxes, city property taxes, county property taxes, and state income
tax. What is particularly important is the willingness of many levels of government to
provide incentives for business in Detroit (DEGC 2011). A push for the institution of a
full-fledged “Free Trade Zone” in the future could truly spark an export industry.

3.3.3

Transportation Infrastructure
Detroit’s manufacturing history has left it with an impressive transportation

infrastructure which includes 3 airports within 20 miles (one within city limits), an
industrial capacity highway system, a rail network, shipping ports, the busiest border
crossing between the US and Canada, and two other major border crossings. Figure 2.4
identifies transportation hubs and points of transfer between modes of transportation.
Apart from the elevated light rail (small loop in the downtown), Detroit relies wholly on
busses for public transportation. The city’s central location in the United States and
proximity to Midwestern urban centers makes Detroit an ideal location for distribution
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throughout the country. The multiple border crossings also provide the city with the
ability to handle large scale import/export.

3.3.4

Urban Agriculture
Detroit’s entrepreneurial spirit teamed with the sheer quantity of vacant land has

catalyzed the city into becoming the “national leader” in small scale urban farming
(McIntire-Strasburg 2011). While urban agriculture has been on the tongues scholastic
and theoretical planners for years, Detroit’s condition has allowed it to be the first city to
fully embrace locally grown food in the city.
Most of Detroit’s farms are community oriented and not for profit, but there is
one man who is trying to radically change that. John Hantz, a wealthy businessman who
has spent his entire life in Detroit, is banking on urban farming as the silver bullet for
reconciling Detroit’s abandoned real estate and the struggling economy. Hantz Farms
will be the world’s largest, for profit, urban farm when completed and will be contained
within the city limits (Hantz Farms 2012).
The concept of large scale urban agriculture is of great interest to Megastructure,
as it implies the coupling of housing and food production, possibly in an integrated
framework. This thesis becomes even more interesting when public transportation and
bio-fuel are introduced as well. If all the previous elements could be combined into an
agile framework, the project might be compelling enough to awaken the avant-garde.
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4. Soft Megastructure
Could Megastructure still be viable? If so, what would it look like in truly postindustrial city as Detroit? Although a somewhat linear design trajectory, the architectural
implications of examining Detroit through the lens of post-war Megastructure result in a
re-assessment of deeply held opinions for both Megastructuralists and Detroiters alike.

4.1 Is Detroit a Relevant Site for Megastructure?
In the purely practical sense Detroit’s climate makes the prospect of common
environmental enclosure appealing, as residents would not have to go outside in the cold,
windy winter months. Megastructure could provide access to amenities such as public
transportation, civic and commercial functions, and housing in a continuous, climate
controlled volume.
This research also supports the city of Detroit as an appropriate site for a
Megastructural intervention. Although the condition in modern Detroit is quite different
from that of post-War Megastructural sites, there is a common social unrest and demand
for change. Detroit is dealing with a shrinking population and economy, post-war
Europe and Japan was dealing with huge urban emigration and investment, Detroit must
make the urban situation more appealing to attract residents while post-war designers
were just fitting people into the city. I see Megastructure emerging from the demands of
massive fluctuation and ambiguity, where the future may require a complete reorganization of the city. In this sense Detroit is a perfect site for Megastructure, as the
city is, in essence, a petri dish for post-industrial urbanism.
In the sixties, Megastructure was influenced by advances in material science and
structural engineering, as well as the emerging sciences of life-cycle analysis and
cybernetics, today these research areas will be aided by computation as well as advances
in horticulture and permaculture. Today’s Megastructure would bear little resemblance
to the mechanical steel scaffolds of Archigram and Cedric Price.
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4.2
4
Desig
gn for Detrroit
Can Detroit posiition itself to take advaantage of thee emerging green econoomy?
Will
W oil pricces make sub
burban com
mmuting econnomically prohibitive? C
Could Detrooit be
more
m
desirab
ble than its suburbs?
s
Con
nflicting ansswers to these questionss would equaate to
drastically
d
divergent
d
futtures for thee city, and radical variiation in thee resulting uurban
form.
f
Detroiit has the necessary ingrredients to catalyze “thee Next Indusstrial Revoluution”
(McDonough
(
h and Braun
ngart 1998) of
o renewablee, locally prooduced energgy and resouurces,
but
b needs a soft infrastructural network,
n
to take advanntage of naaturally avaiilable
resources
r
an
nd tie into th
he existing infrastructur
i
e. The desiggn presentedd here is a ssingle
possibility
p
fo
or the futuree of Detroit, but it is onee that creates a desirablee urban conddition
that
t
provides local food
d and fuel, as
a well as a great deal of flexibilitty for alternnative
futures.
f

Fig
F 4.1. Detroiit Input Diagrram Showing Proposed
P
Inteervention
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It is clear that any design proposal for Detroit must reject the tabula rasa
approach to the existing urban condition, as there is too much functioning infrastructure
and environmental contamination to simply project a blank canvas over the city.
Furthermore, the design must utilize vacant properties that are currently targets for
burglary and arson, and cover over 25% of the city’s land area (Fig 4.1). Soft
Megastructure is a tensile framework that relies on the existing steel and reinforced
concrete construction of the city to carry the weight of its elevated programs. Because
Soft Megastructure requires external compressive strength, the framework occupies
empty lots in its search for compressive hosts. This quality makes the structural system
ideal for occupying the Detroit’s urban mosaic of vacant properties. Additionally, the
structure rarely touches the ground, allowing street life to continue, where it exists, but
also allowing for bio-remediation techniques to be used on contaminated sites. The
elevated tension structures will literally and figuratively be stitching Detroit’s urban
fabric back together.
One possible future for Detroit is to embrace the inevitable shift to renewable
energy, and to become an early adopter of renewable power generation and distribution.
According to The Ecofys Energy Scenario (Fig 4.2), by 2050 the global energy system
will derive 95% of its energy from renewable sources (Cornelissen, Deng, and Klaus
2011). As can be seen in Fig 4.2, a large portion of the future energy is supplied through
bioenergy, or the combustion of renewable living organisms. Detroit is in a position to
take advantage of producing a great amount of bioenergy through Soft Megastructure
then issuing it through the existing distribution network. This proposal generates
bioenergy from 3 inputs; the greatest and most intense production is from algal
agriculture which is tied into the tensile framework, while agricultural food waste and
plant matter from bioremediation would also be used to generate energy, with less
intensity. The greatest benefit of bioenergy is that it is a high heat energy source that can
be used to replace fossil fuels even in industrial situations. Soft Megastructure will tap
into two further sources of non-bio renewable energy. The first is the sun, through both
solar thermal heat generation and photovoltaic solar power for electricity. The enormous
surface area of the structure allows it to capture a great deal of the solar energy that is
typically lost to rooftops and sidewalks. The second source is through harvesting wind
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energy.
e
Inteegrated on shore
s
wind energy plaays a large role in thee overall E
Ecofys
Scenario,
S
an
nd again is made
m
possiblle in Detroitt through thee Soft Megaastructure suurface
that
t can tap into
i
the Greaat Lake lamiinar wind floows.

Fig
F 4.2. The Ecofys Energy Scenario Brok
ken Down by Source (Corn
nelissen, Deng,, and Klaus 20011)

The concept
c
of “soft infrastru
ucture” is sttill quite vaggue, with diffferent discipplines
using
u
the ph
hrase to desscribe a variiety of non--physical enntities and sservices. Forr this
proposal,
p
sofft infrastructture will be defined as the strategyy to integratee society annd the
environment
e
t along with
h the data network
n
respponsible for managing it (Iovine 22010).
Particular
P
fo
ocus will be
b placed on
o the wateer cycle aftter the introoduction off Soft
Megastructu
M
ure, as it will act as an engineeredd, overhead watershed ffor the city. This
physical
p
rain
nwater colleection systeem fits into the hard iinfrastructure camp, buut the
manner
m
in which
w
the waatershed gen
nerates urbaan waterfallss before the water is ussed in
neighboring
n
householdss, then the resulting bblack water as fertilizeer in the teensile
agriculture
a
framework,
fr
before
b
it flow
ws back intoo the urban w
waterfall. Thhrough the course
of
o this cycle,, the city gaiins a consisteent source oof clean wateer, flood dam
mage is mitiggated,
black
b
water is purified, agriculture is
i fertilized, and the air is purified by the floraa. The
synchronizat
s
tion Soft Meegastructure is just as im
mportant as the physicaal construction of
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the
t system, as data musst be processed in real ttime to ensuure supply aand safety oof the
water
w
being delivered
d
to households and the agriiculture sectoor.

Fig
F 4.3. Diagra
am of Soft Meg
egastructure’s interaction wiith infrastructture

4.3
4
A New
w Urban Plan
P
The Woodward Corridor has
h already been identtified as thhe new cultturaleconomic
e
ax
xis for the ciity. As a speeculative starrting point, tthis proposaal takes off aas the
selected
s
pub
blic transporrtation projeect for the pplanned Wooodward Ave tram line.. The
transportatio
t
on system tak
kes Detroit’s existing ellevated lighht-rail and booosts the conncept
even
e
further into the air then integraates the transsportation syystem with iits energy soource,
a cloud of algal
a
agricullture. The Woodward
W
C
Corridor porrtion of the proposal wiill be
discussed
d
in greater deptth, but is a mere
m portion of the overaall Soft Megaastructure pllan.
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Fig
F 4.4. Specullative Urban Plan
P
for Detro
oit

There iss no intentio
on of recreatting the Meggastructural ideal of a L
Linear City here
(Hilpert
(
200
08), instead
d Woodward
d Ave actss as the sppine of Soft
ft Megastruccture,
collecting
c
an
nd transportting people, resources aand informat
ation along tthe length oof the
city,
c
while seecondary caable lines pro
ovide transpoort and distrribution to thhe expanse oof the
city.
c
Along these secon
ndary transp
portation rouutes Soft M
Megastructuree will grow
w into
vacant
v
and brownfield
b
properties
p
geenerating ecconomic resoources in thhe airspace aabove
the
t propertiees while the ground
g
plan
ne is left to reemediate forr future geneerations. It iss also
possible
p
thatt the ground
d could beco
ome enclose d, offering eenvironmenttal protectioon for
transient
t
or displaced
d
populations.
Moree importantly
y, is the man
nner in whichh a public trransportationn system, vissually
integrated
i
with
w
its own
n renewablee fuel sourcce, signals a shift awayy from Dettroit’s
monogamy
m
with
w the auto
omobile ind
dustry. Insteaad of begginng for scrapss from the B
Big 3,
Detroit
D
can lay an econ
nomic found
dation for fuuture generaations. Biofuuels offer a great
economic
e
op
pportunity ass well, as thee agriculture itself is laboor intensive,, requiring a large
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workforce,
w
but
b there are
a a great number off value addeed processees that coulld be
undertaken
u
locally as weell. This wou
uld quickly ggenerate weaalth across class lines, ass jobs
would
w
be creeated at the high
h
and low
w end of the job market. The introduuction of thiss new
economy
e
wo
ould take plaace through the
t Woodwaard Spine Caable System.

4.4
4
Wood
dward Spiine

Fig
F 4.5 Explod
ded Diagram of
o Woodward Spine Develop
pment

The initial stagee of the Sofft Mega- prroposal is tthe Woodward Spine C
Cable
System
S
(WS
SCS) which provides a much needded public trransportationn link within the
city.
c
The dessign provides much morre than simplly a public ttransportation system thoough;
the
t tensile clloud also preesents a who
olly new pubblic space, bboth within tthe volume oof the
spine
s
and beelow it on th
he street lev
vel. The greeenhouse likee enclosure offers proteection
from
f
the fierrce Midwesttern weatherr and prolonngs the usagge of the pubblic realm, m
much
the
t same waay that Ediso
on’s electricc streetlightss did at the tturn of the 220th century. The
WSCS
W
identtifies new urrban hubs baased on exissting downtoown culturall districts ass well
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as
a projected future deveelopment. Th
he newly iddentified hubbs will tie toogether the cable
rail
r station, a public waaterfall park
k on the streeet level, annd a farmerrs market foor the
agriculture
a
th
hat is producced along th
hat particularr secondary axis (Fig 4.44). The goall is to
enliven
e
the street life both
b
on the ground levvel, as well as the elevvated state oof the
transportatio
t
on line.
While the volum
me of the WS
SCS is typiccally occupied by cylinddrical algacuulture
tanks,
t
the prroposal doess introduce tw
wo lager areeas of food agriculture iin the brushh park
neighborhoo
n
od and directtly north of the I-94. Brrush Park iss selected duue to the levvel of
vacancy
v
and
d decay, as well as the downtown location, as it can also offer a ceentral
location
l
for larger
l
scale agricultural
a
markets. Thhe northern pplot is identiffied as it exiists in
a Renaissan
nce Zone an
nd has acceess to multtiple forms of transporrtation, so ccould
therefore
t
be a point of transfer from production tto distributioon.

Fig
F 4.6. Plan and
a Section of an 8 Block Po
ortion of the W
Woodward Sp
pine

To gaain a better understandin
u
ng of the prooposal it is neecessary to zzoom into a more
manageable
m
portion of th
he WSCS. I have chosenn the eight bblocks betweeen Jeffersonn Ave
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on
o the south and Grand Circus Park
k on the nortth as the area of analysiss (Fig 4.6). From
the
t plan and
d section it iss easy to ideentify the noon-repetitivee fields of allgaculture, shhown
in
i green in the
t diagrams, swarming
g around thee circular orrifices of thee waterfall pparks.
The
T algae tu
ubes flock to the waterfaall park zonees as they aree the destinaation of the w
water
that
t is circulating throug
gh the tanks, but their sw
warming alsoo provides sppace for the cable
rail
r to pass unobstructed
u
.

Fig
F 4.7. Rendeering From Within
W
the Volu
ume Showing A
Algaculture

One final latent value of th
he design reecalls Detrooit’s industriial past, andd the
importance
i
of
o the electrric streetligh
ht to the repputation of D
Detroit as one of the U
United
States
S
most metropolitan
n locations at the turn oof the centuury (Hyde 1980). The uuse of
algae
a
tanks offers
o
the ab
bility to intrroduce a lighht source at the core off each cylindder to
maximize
m
ph
hotosynthesiis during thee night. Thee latent beneefit of this ppractice is that it
creates
c
an en
ntirely new representatio
r
on of the streeet light. Insstead of indivvidual light posts
that
t read as a modern urb
ban colonnaade along thee street, WSCS creates a parametricc field
of
o light that changes baased on the density of aalgae and thhe perspectivve of the vieewer.
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Although
A
no
ot necessarily
y a design prerogative, tthese are thee type of oppportunities w
which
present
p
them
mselves when
n speculating on the nexxt industrial revolution in a city batttered
by
b the previo
ous industriaal revolution
n. There are certainly maany possibilities for appplying
ideas
i
of posst-war, scien
ntific Archittecture to poost-industriaal cities, butt for Detroitt Soft
Megastructu
M
ure provides an innovatiive scheme for occupyiing the voidds of a shrinnking
city.
c

Fig
F 4.8. Night Rendering of the Woodwarrd Spine

Altho
ough never a direct translation,
t
sixties, futuurist architeecture offerrs an
interesting
i
gateway
g
into
o interdiscipllinary designn, particularrly contempoorary approaaches
that
t
rely heaavily on toolls from outsside the disccipline. The case studiess in this research
provide
p
persp
pectives thatt are uncomm
mon in acaddemia today,, and the dessign that emeerged
from
f
this reesearch is in
ntrinsically linked to thhe conceptss that the M
Megastructurralists
championed.
c
. There is no nostalgia, but a certaain respect fo
for this revolutionary tim
me in
architecture
a
where
w
specu
ulation on paaper became as powerfull as bricks annd mortar.
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